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CHIROPRACTORS BILL 2005 
Consideration in Detail 

Clause 1 put and passed.  

Clause 2:  Commencement - 
Dr K.D. HAMES:  I have found a fault in my preparation, because I have some items and questions that relate 
to a previous draft of the bill.  For example, what I have marked down as part 2, clause 17, “Complaints 
assessment committee”, does not relate to part 2, clause 17 of the bill now before the house; clause 17 is now 
headed “Registrar”.  I have issues to raise, but I need to find the exact places in the new draft of the bill to which 
they relate.  I need to find in a hurry which clause now relates to former part 2, clause 17, “Complaints 
assessment committee”.  These bills have changed somewhat in their final draft and some things have 
disappeared.  Can the minister advise me, by way of interjection? 

Mr J.A. McGinty:  The clause relating to the complaints assessment committee is clause 50 in part 5 of the 
present bill.  

Dr K.D. HAMES:  The second concerned the impairment review committee.   

Mr J.A. McGinty:  That is now clause 51.   

Dr K.D. HAMES:  The next was the provisional registration, which originally was part 3, clause 23(3).   

Mr J.A. McGinty:  That is now clause 28.   

Dr K.D. HAMES:  Part 3, clause 28, renewal of registration?   

Mr J.A. McGinty:  That is now clause 35.   

Dr K.D. HAMES:  Part 3, clause 29, occupational liability insurance?   

Mr J.A. McGinty:  There is professional indemnity insurance under clause 31.  I suspect it is the same thing.   

Dr K.D. HAMES:  It was a minor issue anyway.  Part 5, clause 49(b), disciplinary matters?  

Mr J.A. McGinty:  That is now clause 48.   

Dr K.D. HAMES:  I indicate that the first clause I wish to speak to is clause 28.   

Clause put and passed. 

Clauses 3 to 5 put and passed. 

Clause 6:  Membership of Board - 

Dr G.G. JACOBS:  I seek some clarification of the membership of the board.  I understand that the number of 
members on the boards for the various professional groups will vary a little depending on whether it is the 
Chiropractors Registration Board, the Osteopaths Registration Board or whatever.  I am interested in the 
appointment of members to the board.  The Chiropractors Registration Board will comprise a majority of 
practitioner members, a consumer representative and a legal practitioner.  That has merit.  I ask the minister to 
explain why associations will cease to have a statutory role in recommending candidates to the minister for 
membership of the board.  The minister said in the second reading speech to the template Osteopaths Bill that 
membership had been amended to provide for the addition of a consumer representative and a legal practitioner.  
I understand that.  I ask the minister to explain the mechanics of appointing members to the board.  I understand 
that the minister must perhaps be at arm’s length from directly appointing people to the board.  How will that 
work in practice?   

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  The Chiropractors Registration Board currently has five members who are appointed by 
the Governor.  That process obviously involves a submission to cabinet, cabinet endorsing their appointment and 
their appointment being ratified and approved by Executive Council.  The first proposed change is that the 
minister would appoint members to the board.  That would no longer require Executive Council approval.  It 
would be a ministerial appointment.  The process that will be adopted for chiropractors and the other 
professional groupings covered by the different bills will be to contact the representative organisations, in this 
case the Chiropractors’ Association of Australia, to seek nominations.  An advertisement could also be placed in 
a newspaper, for instance, or approaches made to other groups that might be thought to have an interest in the 
matter.  Nominations would be received through those avenues and the minister would determine who should be 
appointed.  That is the intended process.  It will no longer involve the direct representation of a particular interest 
group in the process as such.  However, the consultation process will obviously involve talking with any relevant 
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industry or professional group.  I understand that there is only one such group for chiropractors; that is, the 
Chiropractors’ Association of Australia.   

Dr G.G. JACOBS:  For instance, if the Chiropractors’ Association of Australia ceased to have any statutory role 
in recommending candidates, how would the process of recommending candidates work in practice?  I 
understand that it will be a ministerial appointment, but how will candidates be made known to the minister if 
they are not to be nominated by the association?  I have no brief either way; I am just interested in the mechanics 
of it.  I see no reason for an association to not recommend to the minister who should be on the board, but the 
minister may have another view.  I presume that the current situation is that the association recommends the 
candidates.  Perhaps the minister could clarify the new arrangement for me.   

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  The same procedure is essentially contained in each of the bills; that is, they recognise that 
the relevant professional organisations or trade unions have a responsibility to nominate people to represent their 
occupation or profession on the boards.  In the lead-up to the passage of these bills, the Department of Health 
will draw up, in consultation with interest groups, a policy on how to fill the positions on the boards.  Interest 
groups were also consulted on the development of these bills.  That process will include consultation with, and 
requests for nominations from, the relevant professional or industrial bodies.  For instance, there are two 
industrial groups for nurses; that is, the Australian Nursing Federation for registered nurses and the Liquor, 
Hospitality and Miscellaneous Union for enrolled nurses.  A policy will be drawn up on how nominations and 
recommendations will be sought.  Expressions of interest might also be called for in professional magazines and 
publications of that nature, so that as many people as possible can express an interest in serving on the board.  
That will ensure that the requisite experience is available.  That is the procedure that we intend to adopt.   

Dr G.G. Jacobs:  How does it work with the Medical Board?  Are recommendations taken essentially from the 
Australian Medical Association?   

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  The Medical Act is a bit different from the other legislation.  There is no express, statutory 
requirement for that process to be undertaken for the Medical Board.  Nonetheless, it would be unusual if the 
relevant industrial or professional organisations were not consulted or if expressions of interest, nominations or 
recommendations were not sought from those bodies.  A policy will be drawn up on the appointment of people 
to the different boards.  That will involve consultation.  When that policy is adopted, it will be published so that 
everyone will know what the process will be.   

Dr G.G. Jacobs:  Appointments to the board for the allied health groups will not be significantly different from 
what happens with the Medical Board in its appointments? 

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  That is right. 

Clause put and passed. 

Clauses 7 to 27 put and passed. 

Clause 28:  Provisional registration - 

Dr K.D. HAMES:  The series of questions I have were put to me by chiropractors who have an interest in 
obtaining clarification.  As I said before, they support the contents of the bill.  This clause deals with registration.  
Are there any third party insurance implications in the event of a cancellation of a provisional registration?  Does 
the minister have any legal opinion on the matter? 

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  Provisional registration will usually apply when a practitioner moves from interstate or 
overseas.  Further information may be sought to support the registration of the practitioner.  An interim or 
provisional registration certificate will be granted to that person to enable him to practise for up to three months 
pending the finalisation of any outstanding questions or the supply of any additional information.  I am advised 
that no issues have been raised about any liability that might arise as a result.  If a person’s provisional 
registration is not confirmed, he will not be able to become a practising chiropractor.   

Dr K.D. Hames:  What about the three months when that person was practising? 

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  The board might well do as we discussed earlier and impose a condition.  The member for 
Roe raised the question earlier about professional indemnity insurance.  There might well be a condition that a 
person obtain that insurance so that he is insured for that period.  If the board does not place that requirement on 
a practitioner and he does not have that insurance, it is no different from the current system, which is unregulated 
in that respect. 

Clause put and passed. 

Clauses 29 and 30 put and passed. 
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Clause 31:  Professional indemnity insurance - 

Dr K.D. HAMES:  I refer particularly to subclauses (2) and (3).  The chiropractors have asked me to query 
whether the word “or” should be “and/or”.  I have tried to unravel the meaning of the clause; it has been difficult.  
Perhaps the minister will clarify the meaning of the clause and whether the ands and ors are correct. 

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  The scheme that is set out in clause 31(2) concerning professional indemnity insurance 
gives the board the power to impose those conditions.  The first is that the chiropractor must hold professional 
indemnity insurance; that is clear cut.  It might well be a condition imposed on all or some practitioners.  That 
covers chiropractors.  The second point is that the chiropractic care provided must be covered by professional 
indemnity insurance.   

Dr K.D. Hames:  I do not clearly understand the difference between the three options. 

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  I am trying to understand it but I am not sure that I do completely.  The provision in 
clause 31(2)(a)(iii) is designed for someone working in the public sector when a public indemnity insurance 
policy exists through RiskCover for his work; for example, in a public hospital.  The wording of the provision 
states - 

(iii) the chiropractor must be specified or referred to in professional indemnity insurance, whether 
by name or otherwise, as a person to whom the professional indemnity insurance extends even 
though the chiropractor is not a party to the professional indemnity insurance; 

That is classically a public hospital.  The member would be familiar with professional indemnity insurance for 
medical practitioners.  In effect, the bill is drawing a distinction between somebody working in private practice 
or a public or private institution in which there is a general indemnity insurance policy covering all people 
providing professional services. 

Dr K.D. Hames:  I assume that would cover subparagraph (ii) as well.  It is the care provided by the 
chiropractor that is covered, rather than the chiropractor himself. 

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  Yes.  I think that is right.  There must be observance of the provisions of subparagraph (i) 
and then either subparagraphs (ii) or (iii).  That is the way in which it is configured. 

For further elaboration on this issue, the Department of Health has prepared a document titled “Draft Guidelines 
for Professional Indemnity Insurance for Health Practitioners in Western Australia”.  I am happy to table the 
document.  The guidelines are being drafted in consultation with the professional bodies and the boards.  The 
document is prepared by the legal and legislative services of the Department of Health and is dated July 2005. 

[See paper 898.] 

Dr G.G. JACOBS:  I will make two points.  The minister has just said that there is a proposal to link 
professional indemnity with registration.  That has been flagged; I think it should happen.  Registration is 
necessary for medical practitioners and other groups, such as chiropractors.  Registration should be linked with 
professional indemnity.  We cannot get away from that; we cannot escape that.  Registration to practise should 
be linked with the need to have professional indemnity.  It is a reality that must happen.  If that is going to 
happen, I suggest that the minister bite the bullet and state in clause 31(2) - 

Without limiting the Board’s powers under section 27, 28 or 30, the Board should impose both of the 
following conditions as conditions of registration . . .  

That is my first point.  If those changes that the minister flagged are to be adopted in my profession, the medical 
profession, all these provisions will have to be amended.  I have no problem with that, as I acknowledge the 
reality that it will happen anyway, and that it would be absolutely negligent of me to practise without indemnity 
insurance.  My second point is that subparagraphs (i) to (iii) in subclause (2) are verbose, unnecessary and just 
verbiage.  I suggest that those subparagraphs could be cleaned up by stating in subclause (2)(a)(i) that the 
chiropractor must hold appropriate professional indemnity insurance.  I will explain what “appropriate” means.  I 
think the minister also intimated it.  If I practised as a doctor at the Esperance District Hospital, but not in 
obstetrics, the premium for my professional indemnity insurance would be quite different from that of a doctor 
practising obstetrics; it would be appropriate to the branch of medicine I was practising.  If I was performing 
heart surgery, my premiums would be very high because heart surgery is considered to be quite a risky 
enterprise.  In fact, the professional indemnity insurance for that endeavour is quite different from the 
professional indemnity insurance for a routine clinical practice.  It is the same with chiropractors, osteopaths and 
any practitioner referred to in the bills.  A health practitioner should have appropriate professional indemnity 
insurance.  That is an issue that arose a lot in my previous role as chairman of the clinical privileges committee.  
In order to be granted clinical privileges to practise in a hospital, or in any setting, not only must a practitioner’s 
curriculum vitae be appropriate, but also his or her professional indemnity insurance.  I suggest that removing 
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the words “the chiropractic care provided by the chiropractor must be covered” would clear up this subclause.  
We understand that care versus manipulation, or some other risky procedure, would be covered if we introduced 
the concept of “appropriate” professional indemnity insurance.  The words in subparagraph (iii) of the subclause 
could also be covered by the word “appropriate”.  The subclause should be cleaned up and made readable and 
understandable to the many people in my position.  It should be brief and to the point and say only what it needs 
to say. 

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  I agree with the member for Roe’s observations on the drafting style in clause 31(2)(a)(i) 
to (iii).  That style has arisen as a result of a move from there being no provision for professional indemnity 
insurance in the current Chiropractors Act 1964 to taking a step to give the board the power for the first time to 
require it.  I believe there might be other legislation that gives boards the power to require professional 
indemnity insurance, but, generally speaking, in health practitioner legislation currently there is no provision for 
boards to require professional indemnity insurance as part of their regime. 

This issue was raised about two years ago when I recall discussing it with the Australian Medical Association.  If 
my memory serves me correctly - I am going from memory now - Dr George O’Neil, who is known to all 
members of this house, could not get professional indemnity insurance for some work he was doing.  There was 
a view that it should not be used as a device to prevent him from practising in the area of rehabilitation and 
treatment for heroin addicts.  Although it is expected in the normal course of events that any responsible health 
professional will have professional indemnity insurance, it was thought at this stage - there are a number of 
exceptions that I will touch on in a minute - that there should be a standard provision throughout all this 
legislation.  In an area such as chiropractic care, I cannot think of anyone who would be exempt from 
professional indemnity insurance.  However, there are groups in other health professional legislation that fit into 
that category. 

I will now speak more broadly than on the issue of chiropractic care.  An exemption from the requirement for a 
health practitioner to hold professional indemnity insurance could include an area that I deal with a lot in my 
electorate of Fremantle; that is, midwifery, community-based midwives who are indemnified under another 
scheme.  That would certainly meet the member for Roe’s test of holding appropriate professional indemnity 
insurance.  The state government under RiskCover covers community-based midwives.  There is, therefore, a 
difference.  The legislation could not require midwives to hold cover, as they cannot get it.  That was a problem 
and the state stepped in to offer professional indemnity insurance in that instance.  That situation would be 
covered by the member’s words. 

Dr G.G. Jacobs:  Yes. 

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  The second area is health practitioners who are not practising and who are covered by the 
commonwealth government’s reinsurance vehicle.  That is another exception to the generality of this rule.  The 
third area is health practitioners practising outside Western Australia who are not required to comply with their 
relevant board’s professional indemnity insurance guidelines.  Those people would be picked up in that way if 
they came back to Western Australia.  Therefore, I guess there are two reasons for this somewhat cumbersome 
halfway step.  The first is that we are introducing a process in which, for the first time, boards will have the 
power to require their practitioners to have professional indemnity insurance, and we thought it best to proceed 
gently in that area.  The second is that in other legislation dealing with health professionals there are some 
unusual or exceptional areas on which we would not want to place a requirement to hold professional indemnity 
insurance.  It is therefore an area in which we are proceeding cautiously and which has, broadly speaking, the 
support of the various professional groups.  Another issue that we are keen on - this has been reflected in the 
debate - is that this legislation should not be controversial.  To the extent possible, the legislation should be 
introduced with unanimous agreement from both sides of politics and all the stakeholders.  Had we gone for the 
view espoused by the member for Roe, and which I support in the overwhelming bulk of cases - that is, to 
protect the public, practitioners must have professional indemnity insurance as a condition of registration - it 
could have been regarded as too big a step too soon.  Therefore, unusually for me, I present a very conservative 
view to the house on these matters. 

Dr G.G. JACOBS:  I concede the minister’s comments and thank him for them.  However, although he said in 
his closing comments that the provision requiring professional indemnity insurance is to protect the public, I 
believe that appropriate professional indemnity insurance also protects the practitioner.  It is in the interests of 
practitioners to have professional indemnity insurance.  Although Parliament must regulate, that does not mean 
over-regulating.  I recognise that the practices in 2005 are different from those of 20 to 30 years ago, when some 
people may have got away with practices that would not be tolerated today.  I realise that people have higher 
expectations of the standards and practices of health professionals today.  In fact, what was accepted as a 
practitioner’s word 20 years ago is often tested now.  If this is about putting some guidelines and standards of 
practice into place, part of those standards in the twenty-first century is about professional indemnity.  To say 
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that someone can be registered as a practitioner without insisting on professional indemnity insurance, I believe 
is an oversight.  It will come and it will have to come. 

Mr J.A. McGinty:  I do not think it is an oversight.  It has been done quite deliberately.  I agree with your 
subsequent comments, that it will come and that it will become part of the regime, but it has been done 
deliberately and very conservatively at this stage. 

Dr G.G. JACOBS:  It is a defect that will cause us to go down this track again.  I suggest that very few people, 
whether in the medical or chiropractic professions or whatever, would not recognise that conditional to their 
registration is appropriate professional indemnity.  I do not think there would be any argument about that.  As the 
minister has said, there are those very occasional issues, but I am sure they could be dealt with on an individual 
basis.  I think there is recognition of that today in professional practice in any area that has been dealt with by 
these bills.  The Medical Board registration clinical privileges committee in any setting will look at a curriculum 
vitae to see that it is appropriate.  If someone says that he would like to do heart surgery, obviously there has to 
be something in his CV suggesting significant experience in that area and where that experience was gained, 
with significant relevant referees etc.  The person must have Medical Board registration, which may be 
conditional or provisional.  In no organisation, whether it be Royal Perth Hospital or little old Esperance District 
Hospital, can a practitioner work without the appropriate professional indemnity.  In the practical sense, that is 
the way it is.  I do not see that it would be any different to make it conditional to registration.’ 

Mr J.A. McGinty:  You are too radical for me, I am afraid! 

Clause put and passed. 

Clauses 32 to 49 put and passed. 

Clause 50:  Complaints assessment committee -  
Dr K.D. HAMES:  As I have pointed out, questions have been put to me by chiropractors.  In fact, I have 
missed out some with which I did not agree. 

Mr J.A. McGinty:  You have not dealt with clause 35. 

Dr K.D. HAMES:  I decided not to.  I was just making the point that, having gone through some of the 
questions that the chiropractors put to me, I thought the explanation given or the requirement in the bill was quite 
adequate or, alternatively, I might not have agreed with what they wanted.  The last two points were made more 
for the minister to have the opportunity to clarify questions rather than to indicate concerns that I might have.  
Clause 50 deals with the complaints assessment committee.  The chiropractors said that they would like to see a 
clear definition of the function of the complaints assessment committee, either in clause 50 or 51.  Personally I 
would have thought that the role of a complaints committee was quite easy to understand, but they have asked 
for that, so perhaps the minister might make some comment. 

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  The general scheme of things that will now become standard across each of these bills is 
that the more serious levels of complaint, once found by the complaints assessment committee, will be referred 
to the State Administrative Tribunal.  That is, generally speaking, something that might affect a person’s 
capacity to hold a licence to practise in a particular profession.  All complaints will go to the complaints 
assessment committee, which will assess those complaints.  Clauses 51, 52, 53 and perhaps 54 need to be read 
together as constituting the way in which complaints will be handled.  Basically, complaints will then be divided 
into two categories - disciplinary matters and impairment matters.  Disciplinary matters include the 
contravention of a condition applying to a person’s registration or the practice of chiropractic by that person, and 
allegations that a person has, in the course of his or her practice as a chiropractor, acted carelessly, incompetently 
or improperly, breached the act, provided services that are excessive or unnecessary, and things of that nature, or 
been convicted of an offence that renders the person unfit to practise as a chiropractor.  Those matters are spelt 
out in clause 48 of the bill.  The second type of complaint that might be received is an impairment matter, which 
would arise when a person is affected by his or her use of or dependence on alcohol or drugs or suffers from an 
impairment to such an extent that the ability of the person to practise as a chiropractor is or is likely to be 
affected.  It is therefore either a disciplinary or impairment matter.  The complaints assessment committee will 
evaluate the complaints when they are received and determine what action is to be taken.  As I have indicated, if 
it is a serious matter, it will go to the State Administrative Tribunal for something such as - 

Dr K.D. Hames:  Who determines its seriousness? 

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  The board will make that determination, but there will be well-established guidelines to 
determine those matters.  There are wide powers in the committees, boards and the State Administrative Tribunal 
to deal with the complaints that are referred.  The State Administrative Tribunal may order a person the subject 
of a disciplinary matter to pay a penalty not exceeding $25 000 and may order a person the subject of an 
impairment matter to seek and undergo medical treatment or counselling.  The board or the complaints 
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assessment committee may appoint an investigator to investigate a complaint, prepare a report on the 
investigation, make recommendations as to the manner in which the complaint should be dealt with and provide 
the appointing body with a copy of the report.  The investigator has wide powers of investigation similar to those 
conferred by the act.  I do not know whether that broadly covers all the issues involved there. 

Dr K.D. Hames:  I think it does, but could the minister quote a quick example?  Sadly it appears to be doctors 
lately who are involved in sexual misconduct.  I wish it were some other profession.   

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  Some veterinary surgeons have been involved in recent times. 

Dr K.D. Hames:  I do not think that the allegations to which the minister refers occurred in the running of that 
man’s practice.  I am talking about patients of medical professionals.  Where in the classification would an 
offence like that occur?  Sadly the commission of those types of offences seems to be becoming more prevalent 
or, if they are not becoming more prevalent, the number of complaints about them are.  Is that just an improper 
act or is that a matter of serious misconduct that would be referred directly to the State Administrative Tribunal?  
In the medical profession, for example, the matter would be considered by the board, and the doctor might well 
be deregistered - and usually is deregistered - for such behaviour. 

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  It would depend upon an assessment of the particular circumstances.  I would have 
thought that the high-profile cases we have seen recently involving medical practitioners should be considered 
only by the State Administrative Tribunal.  Clause 55, which we are not considering, includes standard 
provisions.  For example, it states - 

(1) If the Board is of the opinion that an activity of a chiropractor involves or will involve a risk of 
imminent injury or harm to the physical or mental health of any person, the Board may . . .  

 (a) . . . give to the chiropractor . . . an order prohibiting the carrying on of the activity for 
a period of not more than 30 days . . .  

That is a case of the board undertaking that activity in the nature of an interim order.  That matter would need to 
go before the State Administrative Tribunal. 

Dr G.G. JACOBS:  This clause deals with the selection of the complaints assessment committee.  Having been 
involved in the Medical Services Advisory Committee, a clinical review committee and complaints committees 
in the medical profession, I can tell the minister that in practice this is a very difficult area.  The Chiropractors 
Registration Board will approve in writing the appointment of three persons to the complaints assessment 
committee.  I can understand why a chiropractor will be appointed to that committee.  However, clause 50(2)(b) 
and (c) regarding the appointment of the other two members is not very descriptive.  Subclause (2)(b) refers to 
the appointment of a person who is not a chiropractor and is not qualified to be registered as a chiropractor.  
Presumably that introduces the possibility of a consumer advocate, or someone similar, being appointed to the 
committee.  Subclause (2)(c) is not very descriptive either.  It states - 

such other person (including a chiropractor or member of the Board) as the Board considers 
appropriate. 

From my involvement in similar areas in the medical profession, I believe that it may allow - correct me if I am 
wrong - the appointment to the committee of the President of the Chiropractors Association of Australia (WA) or 
somebody else from within that organisation.  It is possible that someone from the Australian Medical 
Association could be appointed.  Would the minister like to deal with that now before I go on to discuss the 
impairment review? 

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  Is the member concerned about the composition of the committee? 

Dr G.G. Jacobs:  The bill is not very descriptive.  Who would be appointed to the board under subclauses (2)(b) 
and (c)? 

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  It is the function of the board to make those appointments.  In the case to which the 
member referred, the Medical Board and the Chiropractors Registration Board would establish the committee as 
a committee of the board that reports to the board.  One would have thought it would appoint members of the 
board from among its members, but that is not necessarily the case.  It may be thought in a particular case that it 
would be invaluable to appoint a psychiatrist to the committee, depending upon the nature of the matter to be 
investigated.  The chiropractor is the first of the three members to be appointed to the complaints assessment 
committee.  That committee member may be a member of the board, but does not need to be.  One would expect 
that because discipline has traditionally been a very significant function of these types of regulatory or 
registration boards, someone from within the board would be appointed to the position.  Subclause (2)(b), which 
states that a person who is not a chiropractor and is not qualified to be registered as a chiropractor, could allow 
for the appointment of a lawyer to the committee, depending upon the nature of the committee’s inquiry; for 
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example, if the matter involved legal issues.  Similarly, a consumer advocate could be appointed to the 
committee to give the committee the consumers’ point of view.  A third person can be appointed to the 
committee depending upon the nature of the complaint.  It is broadly up to the board to appoint a complaints 
assessment committee.  We are happy to leave the function of determining the composition of the three-person 
committee to the board. 

Dr G.G. Jacobs:  Would that allow the board to appoint to the committee a witness who is an expert in a 
particular area? 

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  When that particular area is relevant to the complaint? 

Dr G.G. Jacobs:  Yes. 

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  Yes.  It is a broad discretion that limits the number of members of the committee to three.  
It recognises the need to make an assessment and to report to the board on what action should be taken and 
whether the board should deal with it, whether it should be referred to the SAT or whether it should be referred 
to the impairment body. 

Clause put and passed. 

Clause 51:  Impairment review committee - 
Dr K.D. HAMES:  Should a registered chiropractor who is subject to an assessment by the impairment review 
committee have the right to an advocate? 

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  It is not expressly provided for that a chiropractor would have the right to an advocate to 
advocate on his behalf, but nor is it prohibited. 

Dr K.D. Hames:  People have indicated to me that they think it would be appropriate on occasions but that it is 
not specified in the bill that they will be allowed to.  If the minister clarifies now that it is appropriate, they will 
be satisfied. 

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  It is appropriate in many cases for a person to be represented by an advocate.  Such a 
person could appear on someone’s behalf, particularly if it is a disciplinary matter that could have serious 
consequences to either a person’s reputation or his ability to continue to practise.  It would be highly appropriate 
in that case.  It has not been specifically regulated for but in many cases it would be appropriate for that to occur. 

Dr K.D. Hames:  Your comments will allow that to happen. 

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  Fine. 

Clause put and passed. 

Clauses 52 to 109 put and passed. 

Schedules 1 to 3 put and passed. 

Title put and passed. 
Dr G.G. JACOBS:  Madam Deputy Speaker, I ask for a point of clarification.  We have been dealing with these 
bills cognately, which obviously involves the Osteopaths Bill.  There are some minor differences.  How do we 
deal with those?  For instance, in the Osteopaths Bill, the State Administrative Tribunal will deal with issues of 
overcharging.  I did not see a similar provision in the Chiropractors Bill. 

The DEPUTY SPEAKER:  When the question for the second reading is put after a cognate debate, there is no 
debate and then we proceed as normal.  Does that answer the member’s question? 

Dr G.G. JACOBS:  Yes.   

Leave granted to proceed forthwith to third reading. 

Third Reading 

Bill read a third time, on motion by Mr J.A. McGinty (Minister for Health), and transmitted to the Council. 
 


